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First anal sex—the thought of giving up that forbidden hole for the very first time makes us tremble with excitement…and a little bit of fear. In this collection of five first anal sex
stories, you’ll find lovely girls losing their backdoor innocence in steamy and surprising ways. 1. Chuck Keeps His Word: A First Anal Sex Erotica Story by Anne Marie Dublin
While we were studying, I accidently made mention of my sexual inexperience. Later, Chuck insisted he could show me exactly what I was missing. He was insistent, and I really
couldn’t resist. Sure enough, he showed me something I’d never seen and gave me sensations I’d never had. That became really clear when I experienced my first backdoor
sex! 2. Hot Twins Gone Wild: A Barely Legal First Anal Sex Erotic Story by Amy Dupont Suzie’s lived in her twin sister’s shadow all her life and is finally tired of it. When they
end up roommates in college, she’s finally found the perfect opportunity to one up her sis. She concocted a bet that she was sure she could win, and that meant getting to screw
her sister’s boyfriend. She’s bent on putting her twin sister in her place, and bent is the right word, too. She’s going to end up giving him her never-before touched backside! 3.
Chinese Finger Trap: A Very, Very Rough First Anal Sex Asian Sex Short by Stacie Reinhardt Lin is excited about the possibility of a promotion, but her coworkers warn her that
Marco, the manager, is aggressive and has a particular weakness for Asian women. She’s pretty sure she can handle him, but the interview is more difficult than she thought. 4.
You’re Taking Both of Us: A Very Rough and Reluctant Double Team Anal Erotica Story by Veronica Halstead Sue is ready to say goodbye to her cheating boyfriend Jimmy, but
Jimmy begs her to come over. If he can’t stay with her, he’s going to enjoy her body one last time, and even if he is a cheating jerk; he’s not all bad. After all, he’s invited his
old high school buddy to join in on the fun. Just a few minutes after stepping into the house, Sue has two guys to deal with, and these boys don’t care how reluctant she is to
take them on! She’ll experience very rough deep throat, her first anal sex (also very, very rough), and reluctant semen swallowing as the men double team her so hard she can’t
walk. Does it make her some kind of a slut that she actually likes it? 5. My First Anal Sex Threesome: A Backdoor FFM Threesome Sex Story by Debbie Brownstone Tricia and
Evan are back, and this story shows they’re hotter than ever! First anal sex wasn’t enough, and Tricia’s friend Shelly is coming over for a first anal sex threesome! Evan can’t
believe his luck with his hot girlfriend telling Shelly, “Share my boyfriend,” and he’s definitely in for a treat with deep throat, FFM lesbian action, and of course, Shelly’s
introduction to anal pleasure! Warning: This ebook contains very explicit descriptions of sexual activity during various first anal sex encounters. It includes rough first anal sex,
reluctant first anal sex, group first anal sex, first anal sex with strangers, first anal sex with double penetration, and more. It is intended for mature readers who will not be
offended by graphic depictions of sex acts between consenting adults.
The stories in this collection are hot, just like the hot wives in the stories! Each of them approaches from the rear! If you want to read about first anal sex experiences, this is it.
Rough first anal sex, group anal sex… Backdoors are busted wide open in this collection. So go ahead and click, and you can enjoy the lovely ladies bent over for some real
excitement. It’s just a click away, and inside the book you’ll even find instructions on how to get a free erotic audiobook. What are you waiting for? Warning: This ebook contains
very explicit descriptions of sexual activity and includes first lesbian sex, first anal sex, rough sex, group sex, wife sex, domination, double penetration and more explicit content.
Only mature adults who won’t find that offensive and are legally able to view such content should read this ebook.
First anal sex is scorching in this ebook! Here are five white-hot erotica stories about backdoor adventure! From sex with a stranger to a MILF’s exciting time with a younger
man; the scenarios are varied and fun and you’re sure to enjoy. It’s all just a click away so download now and you can be reading in seconds. Warning: This ebook has very
explicit descriptions of sexual activity and includes rough first anal sex, stranger sex, group first anal sex, rough oral sex, and more. Only mature adults who won’t find that
offensive should read this collection. 1. Punishing Amelia: A Very Rough Teacher/Student First Anal Sex Erotica Story by Mackynna Ruble Amelia’s stolen the test key, and
Professor Horris knows it. When he searches her and finds them, she knows she could face expulsion, academic probation, or more. Professor Horris is interested in handling
the situation himself, though, and in this case that means a very, very rough first anal sex experience for this cheating schoolgirl. 2. The Anal Sex Massage (The Cougar’s
Backdoor Experience) A First Anal Sex Erotica Story by Nancy Brockton When a new massage therapist showed up for my regular appointment, I was stunned. He was so
damned young and so damned sexy. I felt like a foolish old woman. After all, how could a young stud when me, a divorced woman in her thirties? Herbie proved me wrong,
though. He gave me the best massage of my life, and he took it a hell of a lot further, too! Who would have thought I’d not only be having sex with a younger man but I’d have
my first anal sex experience as well? 3. The Stranger’s Rough Attention: A First Anal Sex Erotica Story by Cassie Hacthaw I’d been stood up by my blind date and his blind date
was going nowhere fast. We saw each other and on the spur of the moment ended up in a hotel room together. It was nothing like other times I’d had sex. He took me. He didn’t
wait for me to give but simply took what he wanted, and he took it hard. By the time he left me utterly overwhelmed and satisfied on the bed, I’d had rough sex unlike anything
I’d ever experienced and I’d also had my first anal sex. I didn’t even know his name. 4. Too Much Ass (Bent Over by the Fire) A First Anal Sex Erotica Story by Jane Kemp I’d
been working too hard and my friend Natalie insisted I take a break. She sent me off to a ranch spa that was supposed to rejuvenate my spirit and make me fresh for work and
able to take on the world when I got back. Who would have thought we’d meet Adam at a cowboy bar right outside of the ranch? Who would have thought I’d wake up to
Adam’s mouth on me? Who would have thought this cowboy would have me bent over and right in the middle of my first anal sex experience? That’s what happened, though,
and this city girl will never be the same! 5. Trying Where It's Tightest: A First Anal Sex Erotica Story by Amy Dupont I had a big crush on Brennan, the boss’ son. I never
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expected that I’d end up with him. I was very, very afraid of having an office romance. He was so damned charming at the holiday party, though, and I just couldn’t resist. Of
course, when he got me to my apartment, he took complete control. Before I knew it, I was not only changing my mind about office romance but also having my first anal sex
experience! First anal sex has never been so fun so click to download now and enjoy the stories!
First anal sex! It’s the premium erotic fantasy. Some girls envision it rough and reluctant, and some imagine it from stranger, doctors, or even other women’s husbands!
However you like to fantasize, here at Naughty Daydreams Press, we have some of the best backdoor sex authors around, so fire up that e-reader and download this scorching
collection today! 1. TIGHT AND HARD: A First Anal Sex erotica story by Debbie Brownstone Anita has never tried anal sex before. Of course, she’s not in the habit of sleeping
with men she’s just met either! It all happens at once in this sexy story, though. When she brings Jerome home to her apartment, Anita is in for some rough anal sex, bent over
on the couch for a stranger sex encounter that is hot and powerful. 2. THREE BUTTS IN A ROW (A Wife Swap Anal Group Sex erotica story) by D.P. Backhaus Susan,
Samantha, and Sharon have been known as the three S’s forever, the Medusa Club, and they’ve been best friends for years. When some teasing at a get together with their
husbands gets out of control, though, it isn’t long before things heat up. Before long, there’s a wife swap extravaganza. Three beautiful slut wives, three girls bent over the
couch, three asses in the air, and three first anal sex experiences! 3. AGENTS OF CHANGE: A Very Rough Double Team erotica story by Veronica Halstead Audrey is in big
trouble. She owes tens of thousands of dollars on her taxes, and when two auditors threaten to send her jail unless she offers them her body, she gives in reluctantly. She had no
idea they’d be so rough, though, and she’ll have to wonder as she forced to deep throat and experiences a very rough and painful first anal sex experience if jail wouldn’t have
been an easier choice. 4. BENT OVER AT THE PICNIC (A Public BDSM Erotica Story) by Tracy Bond Lucy is excited when Justin takes her out for a surprise. They’ve been
experimenting with blindfolds and gentle domination, and she wonders if this will be the day that Justin finally ties her up and uses all the toys in the play box to really initiate her
into the world of bound submission. She has nothing to worry about because before long she’ll find herself bent over a tree branch and all tied up while Justin does every single
thing he wants to his new willing submissive in training. 5. DOCTOR, DON’T! A Reluctant Anal Sex With Her Doctor Short by Nancy Brockton Constance Johnston is happy to
have her divorce finalized, and as she embarks on her new life, she starts out with an examination by her doctor. It all starts innocently enough, but pretty soon, the doctor wants
to check more than her temperature! It’s not a tongue depressor he shoves into her mouth, and it’s not a thermometer he rams into her ass. It’s a rough and reluctant first anal
sex encounter between this doctor and his sexy patient, and Constance may never be the same! Warning: This ebook contains very explicit descriptions of sexual activity during
various first anal sex encounters. It includes rough first anal sex, first group anal sex, first anal sex double penetration, first anal stranger sex, and first anal doctor/patient sex. It is
intended for mature readers who will not be offended by graphic depictions of sex acts between consenting adults. First anal sex and bent over babes can be yours right now, so
download today and enjoy the stories!
If you like first anal sex stories, you’ll love this collection! Whether it’s rough or reluctant, an accidental shocker or completely read, these darlings are getting backdoor blasted! In the book,
you’ll also find a way to get a free erotic audiobook, so what are you waiting for? Click now and let the fun begin! Warning: This ebook contains very explicit descriptions of sexual activity and
includes first anal sex, rough sex, group sex, new adult sex, double penetration, and more. Only mature adults who won’t be offended by graphic depictions of sexual activity should read this
collection.
First Anal Sex…the very thought of a beautiful babe bent over for some backdoor blasting is simply scorching! In this collection, you’ll find five lovely ladies giving up there tightest holes!
Warning: This ebook contains very explicit descriptions of sexual activity during various first anal sex encounters. It includes rough sex, blackmail sex, spanking, humiliation, masturbation, first
lesbian sex, babysitter sex, domination, bondage, submission, sex toys, stranger sex, double team sex, public sex, forced seduction, mmf threesome, gagging, bride sex, and double
penetration. It is intended for mature readers who will not be offended by graphic depictions of sex acts between consenting adults.
Bestselling anal sex author Debbie Brownstone takes the time to tell us of her friend, whom she calls “Jessica” in these stories. Jessica was the woman who helped Debbie understand and
embrace her growing love of anal sex. From Author Debbie Brownstone: These stories are true, more or less. Of course, I’ve changed the names to protect Jessica and her son, but I
remember when Jessica told me about these anal sex encounters over drinks one night. Without Jessica, I might never have focused on anal sex in my erotica or in my life. I hope you like her
stories as much as I love her. Follow Jessica on her amazing anal sex adventures in these five great stories; JESSICA’S FIRST ANAL SEX EXPERIENCE Jessica is in trouble. Her husband
left, she feels unattractive and unhappy, and she’d rather sit on the couch with a pint of ice cream than face life. Her friend Paula has other ideas. She sets Jessica up for a personal trainer
appointment, and this trainer knows what will help get Jessica’s mind off the pain, a thick cock in her tiniest hole for her first anal sex experience! JESSICA’S FIRST LESBIAN SEX
EXPERIENCE Jessica continues her anal journey, returning to the gym where a beautiful masseuse is about to show her that she doesn’t need a man around to enjoy some real anal
stimulation. Still, it’s especially nice when a cock shows up in the middle of the lez action! JESSICA THE HOT MILF FINDS A YOUNG MAN Debbie Brownstone’s anal queen Jessica is back
in this red-hot short. This time, Jessica heads to a club with her friend Paula, but she doesn’t stay inside for long. There’s a man who’s interested. He has a van. He has a penis. That’s all
Jessica the hot MILF needs to make sure her ass gets the pounding she wants. JESSICA’S FIRST DOUBLE PENETRATION From Debbie Brownstone: Here’s another adventure from my
friend Jessica, who really brought me into the world of anal sex. This time, she heads for the gym hoping for a workout from the amazing trainer who first pushed into her tiniest hole. She gets
a whole lot more than she bargained for when another man enters the picture for some double team action. Now she has two cocks to play with. Wonder where they’ll end up! JESICA GIVES
DEBBIE HER FIRST ANAL SEX AND LESBIAN SEX EXPERIENCE Author Debbie Brownstone brings us a very personal erotic story, continuing the chronicles of Jessica, the woman who
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helped Debbie explore her own erotic anal ambitions. In this story, Jessica introduces a friend to the joys of anal sex. That friend’s name? Debbie!
First anal sex…the fantasy comes to life! And at Naughty Daydreams Press, we don’t want our men to treat us like fragile china dolls they can break. No way. In this collection, the first anal sex
is rough, hard, and red hot! Click now to enjoy women pushed to their limits. 1. THE BABYSITTER'S STILL A VIRGIN, BUT HER ASS ISN'T! A Barely Legal First Anal Sex Erotica Story I’d
had a crush on Mr. Smith all summer, and now that I was about to go away for college, I knew I had to act. I wanted to stay a virgin, but I thought he would like my hand or my mouth. I offered
myself to him, and he took me, but not at all in the way I expected. It started out just like I thought it would, with my mouth, but he sure as hell didn’t finish there. Instead, I was bent over and
Mr. Smith gave me my very first anal sex experience! 2. TAKEN BY TOMMY AND BILLY: A Double Penetration Erotica Story We’d been friends for so long, and when we started playing truth
or dare, there was just no way around it. Tommy was so cute, and Billy was so hot. We ended up making out, and then I just needed more. I never expected how much more I’d get though!
Before I knew it, I was in the middle of my very first anal sex experience…and it was while my pussy was already full! 3. THE VIRGIN’S ANAL THREESOME: A Barely Legal First Anal Sex
Erotica Story When I went to pick up my best friend, I thought she wasn’t home. Boy was I wrong! Brianna was home all right, and I walked in on her having sex with her boyfriend! He was
blindfolded and bound to the bed. I tried to walk away, but Brianna was having none of that. Before I knew it, I was right in the middle of my first lesbian sex experience, and when I told
Brianna I didn’t want to lose my virginity, she directed her boyfriend’s massive thing right into my ass! My first sex was my first anal sex! 4. DO YOU NEED SOME HELP THERE? A Very
Rough Husband Share Threesome With Sexy Nurse Tammi has completely lost her sex drive, and doctor after doctor and psychiatrist after psychiatrist fails to help. She’s at the end of her
rope and really wants her relationship with her supportive husband Leland to get back on track. Finally, she gets a strange prescription from a hospital specializing in sexual disorders. It’s
strange, indeed. Leland will fuck a pretty sexy young nurse hard and rough while she watches! It’s a rough and powerful mmf threesome and a husband share with first lesbian sex you’ll
remember forever. 5. PUNISHED FOR SHOPLIFTING: A Rough Blackmail Sex Double Penetration Erotica Story An eighteen year old barely legal beauty is in real trouble. After shoplifting
since she was a child, she’s finally been caught trying to steal a bottle of expensive perfume. Worse, the security guards who catch her know who she is, and she’s faced with the horrible
prospects of her father’s standing in the community plummeting. Let’s not forget jail, too! Suddenly, she comes up with a plan and offers a blowjob for both guards if they let her off just this
once. Of course they take advantage of the hot offer, but this little thief is about to discover they’re going to take a whole lot more than her mouth—like her virgin ass! Warning: This ebook
contains very explicit descriptions of sexual activity during various first anal sex stories. It includes rough first anal sex, reluctant first anal sex, virgin first anal sex, barely legal first anal sex,
first anal group sex, and first anal double penetration. It is intended for mature readers who will not be offended by graphic depictions of sex acts between consenting adults.
Here are five red-hot first anal sex erotica stories. They’re rough. They’re explicit. They’re first time violations of a woman’s tightest hole. It’s here and ready, and all you have to do is bend over, hang on
tight, and click! 1. The Gymnast Pays with Her Ass: A Rough First Anal Sex Erotica Story by Callie Amaranth It was stupid to make the bet with Mark, but I couldn’t help myself. I liked him, and I really didn’t
know how to behave around a guy I liked. I made the bet, though, and Mark won. The problem was that he won the right to do whatever he wanted with me, and it turned out that what he wanted was my tiny
untouched ass! It was rough. It was hard. It was a first anal sex experience for me I never expected. 2. Michelle’s Man and Eva’s Ass: An Anal Sex Group Sex Short by Brianna Spelvin Michelle and Brian
have a sexually charged relationship in every way but one…Michelle won’t let him have anal sex. So, she has to compensate, and when they end up at a swimming hole and a number of other biker’s arrive,
she sees her chance. If for her, it’s all reluctant anal sex, she’s perfectly fine to see Brian have backdoor sex with the lovely Eva! 3. Amy’s Ass: A First Anal Sex Short by Kassandra Stone When Amy
catches her boyfriend playing grabass with another woman, she’s pissed off. She gets drunk at the party, and that’s when she runs into David. She wants him. She wants to wrap her legs around him and
rock his world. He’s up for that, but there’s just one thing…he’s going to take her untouched ass and Amy will have her first anal sex experience ever! 4. Wickedness in the Woods: A First Anal Sex Double
Team Short by Julie Bosso Kristy is excited about her summer job at Camp Tycondra. She’s especially excited to get a chance to hook up with Lyle, and since both of them have arrived a day before any of
the kid campers will, tonight’s her chance. But Abe is there, and they have to show him around the camp, and a misunderstanding will lead to a wild MFM threesome sex session right in the middle of the
forest. This double team sex encounter will include very rough deep throat, Kristy’s first anal sex, and first double penetration! 5. The Supermodel’s Tightest Hole: Anal Sex in the Hotel Room by Sandra
Strike He’s having a horrible day. He woke up late and almost missed his plane. The flight was horrible, too. Then, his hotel lost the reservation, and instead of the luxury suite he’d counted on, he ended up
in a just a regular room. He figures a few drinks will take the edge off, and he’s happy when he goes to the hotel lounge and meets a girl so beautiful she has to be a supermodel. He’s even happier when
she suggests they go to his room, and she takes him on a wild ride complete with his first ever anal sex! Warning: This ebook contains very explicit descriptions of sexual activity during various first anal sex
encounters. It includes rough first anal sex, group first anal sex, first anal sex with strangers, first anal sex with double penetration, and more. It is intended for mature readers who will not be offended by
graphic depictions of sex acts between consenting adults.
From DP Backhaus, the Backdoor Princess herself, comes five red hot tales of slut wife group anal sex. Every one of these women falls right into line when her husband says, “Fuck my wife!” They’re
beautiful. They’re sexy. They’re ready for a wife share. Most importantly, every single one of them is prepared to give up the tiniest, tightest hole for their very first anal sex experience! 1. THREE BUTTS IN
A ROW (A Wife Swap Anal Group Sex erotica story) Susan, Samantha, and Sharon have been known as the three S’s forever, the Medusa Club, and they’ve been best friends for years. When some
teasing at a get together with their husbands gets out of control, though, it isn’t long before things heat up. Before long, there’s a wife swap extravaganza. Three beautiful slut wives, three girls bent over the
couch, three asses in the air, and three first anal sex experiences! 2. THE BACKDOOR’S OPEN (An Anal Group Sex With Neighbors Erotica Story) The annual barbecue with the neighbors always takes a
lot out of Sally, but this year her friend Gail is intent on making sure she enjoys it. It starts out with simple relaxation, but it changes pretty quickly. Before long, there’s a neighbor sex extravaganza with three
girls getting their first anal sex experience. There’s also first lesbian sex and a slut wife Sally sandwich with a powerful double penetration. 3. GIVING MY VIRGIN ASS TO MY HUSBAND’S POKER GROUP
(A Wife Share Anal Group Sex Erotica Story) Georgia loves her husband Cody, but it’s been a while now since the fire in their relationship was burning brightly. She figures she’ll actually have to sit in on his
weekly poker games to spend time with her man. One Saturday afternoon, the stakes are raised, and Georgia finds that her full house isn’t enough to keep her from becoming a full slut wife with every single
hole filled in a gangbang that includes deepthroat, double penetration, and her very first anal sex! 4. MY HUSBAND’S GROUP OF FRIENDS LOVES MY ASS (A Wife Share Anal Group Sex Erotica Story)
Cyndy and her husband Bobby really enjoy sex, but having married as virgins; they wonder if they’re really any good at it or if they just know how to please each other. The thoughts lead to a bet, and before
she knows it, Cyndy finds herself in a position to prove it…to her husband and three of his friends! Does she have what it takes to be a real slut wife? If the way her heart beats when she hears her man say,
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“fuck my wife” is any indication, the answer’s yes. If that isn’t enough, her performance in the first anal gangbang sex extravaganza that follows ought to put the question to rest forever. 5. THE WHOLE
TEAM WANTS MY ASS (An Anal Gangbang Erotica Story) Shelly is happy to be married to a successful college basketball coach…at least when the team is winning. During a pre-season strategy meeting at
her house, she even helps keep them in sodas and snacks. She’s as dedicated to the team’s success as her husband, and the kids know she’s there for them. In fact, when her husband steps out to take a
call, this slut wife learns very quickly just what that means because the team wants some special motivation; an anal sex extravaganza when a reluctant gangbang involves five college jocks with one hole on
everyone’s mind!
How would you like to read this story? 1. Harrison the College Boy and Carol's Backdoor (The MILF’s Experience with the Younger Man)...A First Anal Sex Erotica Story by Skyler French It was silly of Carol
to get all worked up about her son’s friend as the two of them visited from college and even sillier when her son left for her ex-husband’s part of the visit. She felt like she and Harrison were on a date, and
she felt pretty damned stupid for feeling that way. Only… her emotions and her body got away from her and Harrison had his way with her, too. Before she knew it, she was sleeping with him, and before she
knew what was going on, Harrison bent her over for a first anal sex experience she’d never forget! That’s just one of the tales of beautiful backsides bent over for backdoor blasting in this sexy collection.
Click now and it can be on your Kindle device in almost no time at all! Warning: This ebook contains very explicit descriptions of sexual activity and includes rough sex, group sex, first anal sex, and more.
Only mature adults who won’t find that offensive should read this collection. Here are the other tails: (Yes, we spelled it that way on purpose.) 2. Barry, Nan, and My Backdoor (My Best Friend’s Man Took
My Ass!)...A Tale of First Anal Sex by Nycole Folk When Nan asked me to have a threesome with her, I agreed immediately even though I thought it was going to be a favor for her and not something I would
particularly enjoy. I just didn’t say no to Nan. She was my best friend and anything she wanted was fine by me. When her boy’s birthday came, I was dressed sexy and hiding in the closet, a special present
that he and nan would get to unwrap together. I never expected that I would give my backdoor, though! That’s what happened. Nan had me filled up with a vibrator when it happened, too, so it wasn’t just my
first anal sex but it was double penetration! 3. Brad’s Brutality and My Backdoor (My Very Rough First Anal Sex Experience)...An Erotic Tale of Rough Sex and Cuckoldry by Sarah Blitz When I picked Brad
up at the bar, I thought he’d be just another one of a long line of guys I’d slept with. I had a pretty good arrangement. I got to sleep with many men and my husband… Well, I wasn’t exactly sure why it meant
so much to him to have me go through a kind of cheating experience. In any case, it made both of us happy, and I was excited to sleep with Brad. He was different, though. I noticed that right away. He was
intense and rough as hell. It was shocking but wonderful, and he pushed me to limits I didn’t know I had, and then beyond them. I had my first anal sex experience and somehow found pleasure behind the
blinding pain! 4. Clay and My Backdoor (Office Romance Comes From Behind!)...An Explicit Romance with First Anal Sex by Connie Hastings I had a bit of a crush on Clay but at our work, there were strict
policies against dating anyone who was on a higher position or a lower position in the organizational chart. I guess it makes me kind of silly that when I was promoted to an executive position the most exciting
part about it for me wasn’t the new title, the giant raise, the perks, or even the vote of confidence. Instead, it meant that Clay wasn’t off limits anymore. I discovered soon enough that he felt the same way
because our celebration lunch turned into an afternoon of passion I wasn’t expecting but wouldn’t have traded for the whole world! It was just like those romantic movies with clothes strewn all over the hotel
room. There was more, though. I never in my life planned to have anal sex but it happened! 5. Colt’s Price Is My Ass (The Younger Woman’s Backdoor Deal)...A Reluctant First Anal Sex Erotica Story by
Skyler French I thought I’d manipulate Colt into taking care of a term paper I’d put off by flirting with him and wiggling my ass. He was probably a genius and I knew he could fix my crisis but he called me out
for being a cocktease.
Anal sex…there’s just something about backdoor erotica that makes it an absolute bestseller on Amazon, and Naughty Daydreams Press has the best anal sex writers around. Whether you’re looking for
some backdoor wife swap adventures, sweet threesomes, or very rough first anal sex experiences, you’ll find what you want in this red hot collection. 1. MY FIRST ANAL SEX THREESOME by Debbie
Brownstone Tricia and Evan are back, and this story shows they’re hotter than ever! First anal sex wasn’t enough, and Tricia’s friend Shelly is coming over for a first anal sex threesome! Evan can’t believe
his luck with his hot girlfriend telling Shelly, “Share my boyfriend,” and he’s definitely in for a treat with deep throat, mff lesbian action, and of course, Shelly’s introduction to anal pleasure! 2. THE
BACKDOOR’S OPEN (An Anal Group Sex with Neighbors Erotica Story) by D.P. Backhaus The annual barbecue with the neighbors always takes a lot out of Sally, but this year her friend Gail is intent on
making sure she enjoys it. It starts out with simple relaxation, but it changes pretty quickly. Before long, there’s a neighbor sex extravaganza with three girls getting their first anal sex experience. There’s
also first lesbian sex and a slut wife Sally sandwich with a powerful double penetration. 3. LANDLORD BLUES (A Blackmail Sex Double Penetration Short) by Veronica Halstead I had been embezzling from
the sweet old couple that owned the apartment building for years, and when they passed away and the estate lawyers wanted to meet with me, I realized right there that I was caught. In a desperate effort to
get out of trouble, I figured I’d offer up my body and make the problem go away. Of course, I had no idea that it would result in a really rough blowjob, a vicious spanking, and a very rough double team
including double penetration! It was a hell of a hard way to have my very first double team and anal sex experience. 4. THE BACKDOOR BRIDE (A First Anal Sex FFM Threesome Erotica Story) by Nancy
Brockton When a woman marries a man ten years her senior, she has to be prepared for a difference in sexual drive and ability. This bride understands that, but she doesn’t mind. She’s in love and she’s
willing to spend her life without any hardcore sex if that’s what it takes for them to be better. Her fiancé Andrew minds, though; and if he can’t satisfy her, he’s going to make sure someone else can. In this
case, it means her first lesbian experience with a hot Asian girl and a scorching MFF threesome complete with her first anal sex experience—and she has it in her wedding gown! 5. TWO COCKS FOR MY
WIFE’S THREE HOLES (My Wife’s Secret Desires Episode No. 5) by Jane Kemp Korrine and Max are back, and Korrine is worried that she and her husband have become too busy with work to keep us
their new adventures fulfilling the fantasies Korrine obsessed over and Max discovered. Her fears are put to rest when he brings home a sexy coworker to fuck his wife, and suddenly Korrine has two cocks,
and before the night is through she’ll have every hole filled in her fist mmf threesome complete with more deep throat, more anal sex, and her first ever double penetration! Warning: This ebook contains very
explicit descriptions of sexual activity during various anal sex encounters. It includes rough first anal sex, first group anal sex, first anal sex double penetration, first anal stranger sex, and first anal
teacher/student sex. It is intended for mature readers who will not be offended by graphic depictions of sex acts between consenting adults. Anal sex is just a click away, so don’t be shy; download this
collection today!

Here are five erotic tales of lovely ladies experiencing the pain and joy of backdoor sex for the very first time. It’s all just a click away, and you can have in on the privacy of your
e-reader device in seconds, so click now! Warning: This ebook contains very explicit descriptions of sexual activity including bondage, rough first anal sex, first anal sex with
stranger, first anal sex in public, and more. It is intended for mature readers who will not be offended by graphic depictions of sex acts between consenting adults. 1. Bent Over
by the Janitor: A First Anal Sex Erotica Story by Amy Dupont I couldn’t believe the situation. I’d become stuck in the plastic crawl tube in the little play park we kept at the office
for our clients’ kids. It was late at night, and I was going to have to wait until help arrived. When someone finally did try to pull me out, things got even crazier. The husband and
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wife janitorial team could do anything they wanted to me, and I was stuck! With her attntion on me, though, I was happy to be stuck. As for the janitor…he was absolutely delighted
to give me my first anal sex experience. 2. Cam Girl Chloe: A Very Rough First Anal Sex Short by Toni Smoke Chloe enjoys working as the internet web sensation Mia Rose, the
GIRL-NEXT-DOOR-TURNED-CAM-SLUT. She enjoys the anonymity and the way she feels so sexy getting men off on camera. One session with a mysterious man leaves her
breathless, though; and she’s even more overcome when he figures out where she lives and shows up at her door! Before the night is over, she’ll have a night of very rough
sex, and her very first anal sex experience! 3. Marco Takes My Backdoor: A First Anal Sex Erotica Story by Angela Ward I’d been friends with Marco for a long time, friends with
benefits. When he dropped by, I was a bit busy, but he was persistent and it didn’t take long for me to give in. I never expected he’d be pushing my limits and that I’d finally give
him what he’d wanted for so long, my tight little ass! 4. The Boss Gives Up Her Backdoor: Bound and Bent Over by My Employee by Jane Kemp Eric was…well, Eric was
wonderful. There had been plenty of nights he’d filled my mind as I used my hands to bring myself to a thunderous climax. He was hot as hell, smart as a whip, and a hard
worker to book. The only problem was he was my employee. Fortunately, that didn’t stop us, and one late night at the office we found ourselves unable to hold back. I didn’t
expect things to go the way they did, though, and before long my wrists were bound behind my back and I was having my very first anal sex experience! 5. Tight Jeans and a
Tighter Hole: A Very Rough First Anal Sex Erotica Story by Constance Slight I dressed like an absolute slut. It made it a whole hell of a lot easier to sell the magazine
subscriptions door to door. Hell, the guys were putty in my hands, and I knew I’d win the sales contest and get the vacation. It was also kind of fun to be a bit of a tease, so all in
all it was a win-win situation. The guys got a cheap thrill and I got their credit card numbers and a lot of sales. This time was different, though. I was just going through my normal
sex spiel when the guy started groping me! I don’t know why I didn’t stop him when he grabbed my ass. I don’t know why I didn’t stop him when he grabbed my tits. I don’t
know why I didn’t stop him when he shoved his cock into my throat, and I sure as hell don’t know why I didn’t stop him when he slammed into my never-before touched ass!
The stories in this collection are hot, and they all approach from the rear! If you want to read about first anal sex experiences, this is it. Rough first anal sex, group anal sex…
Backdoors are busted wide open in this collection. So go ahead and click, and you can enjoy the lovely ladies bent over for some real excitement. It’s just a click away, and
inside the book you’ll even find instructions on how to get a free erotic audiobook. What are you waiting for? Warning: This ebook contains very explicit descriptions of sexual
activity and includes first lesbian sex, first anal sex, rough sex, group sex, wife sex, domination, double penetration and more explicit content. Only mature adults who won’t find
that offensive and are legally able to view such content should read this ebook.
Anal erotica has one undisputed queen, and her name is DP Backhaus. This bestselling author has gathered together five of her steamiest tales, so point and click for the best in
rough anal erotica, group anal sex, and double penetration! 1. BENT OVER BY THE MASSAGE THERAPISTS (A First Anal Sex Double Penetration Erotica Story) Claire’s job is
stressful as hell, and it’s just been too long since she’s had a chance to really unwind. She hasn’t even had time for her weekly massage for over a month, so she’s really
looking forward to spending some time on Greg’s sexy table. This time, the physical therapist turned masseuse has more for her than his magic hands. This time, she’s going to
enjoy a really deep massage, with one man taking her in a scorching massage sex encounter while another has her tight, virgin ass! 2. JULIE’S FIRST ANAL DOUBLE TEAM
SEX ENCOUNTER (An Anal Sex MMF Threesome Erotica Story) Julie’s a little put off by the dark and confident stranger who walks into the bar where she and her husband are
having drinks. All the women want him, but Julie wants to keep her desire deeply hidden and under control. Nothing doing because it turns out the stranger is her husband’s best
friend from college, and back then, they shared everything…every single thing. So, it’s no real surprise when her husband turns to the handsome Dirk and says, “fuck my wife!”
She’s about to have anal sex like she never has before—in a scorching double team sex double penetration! 3. SHANNON AT THE SEX CLUB (A Group Sex Double Penetration
Erotica Story) Shannon has been exploring her sexual boundaries. Her new casual sex relationship with Blake has introduced her to the world of swinger sex, and she’s happy
to see her horizons expanded. She goes along with Blake’s plan to take her to a sex club, and before long she gets many new experiences at once, including a scorching double
team sex experience with her very first anal sex. 4. THE DANCER WANTS THE BRIDE’S ASS (A First Anal Sex Erotica Story) In Vegas, Lisa is really enjoying the weekendlong bachelorette party her friends have arranged. Things are wonderful for her. She’s having a fabulous time for her last hurrah as a single girl. Things are about to get crazy,
too, because a handsome stranger at the casino wants to do more than congratulate this soon-to-be slut wife. He wants to bend her right over and push into her tiniest and
tightest hole. His wedding present is really special, Lisa’s first anal sex experience…and it’s going to start out on stage right in front of everyone! 5. THE WHOLE TEAM WANTS
MY ASS (An Anal Gangbang Erotica Story) Shelly is happy to be married to a successful college basketball coach…at least when the team is winning. During a pre-season
strategy meeting at her house, she even helps keep them in sodas and snacks. She’s as dedicated to the team’s success as her husband, and the kids know she’s there for
them. In fact, when her husband steps out to take a call, this slut wife learns very quickly just what that means because the team wants some special motivation; an anal sex
extravaganza when a reluctant gangbang involves five college jocks with one hole on everyone’s mind!
Backdoor babes just might be hardcore erotica’s favorite heroines, and the authors over here at Naughty Daydreams Press know how to write first anal sex stories! In this
collection, you get plenty of backdoor sex, so fire up that kindle, and just hope you’ll be able to sit down when you’re done! 1. THIS MIGHT STING A BIT: A Very Rough First
Anal Sex Doctor/Patient Short by Veronica Halstead Andi is looking forward to her final physical therapy appointment and getting back to her active lifestyle. When she gets to
the doctor’s office, though, her regular therapist isn’t there. Instead, she gets Graham, a handsome and very strong man. He’s a little rough with her, but he’s effective. In fact,
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by the time he finishes with her, she’ll get a workout in far more of her body than she ever dreamed of with very rough deep throat, rough sex, and her very first anal sex! 2.
CANDY STRIPER BENT OVER THE HOSPITAL BED (A Young Nursing Volunteer First Anal Sex Erotica Story) by Kate Youngblood What happens when an eighteen year old
candy striper happens upon a patient she finds irresistible? How will she react and what will she do? We might not be able to answer this for all time, but we know what happens
in this steamy erotica short from Naughty Daydreams Press. In this case, what happens is a scorching rough sex encounter complete with deep throat and this barely legal hot
young girl’s very first anal sex! 3. LAURA LOSING HER BACKDOOR VIRGINITY (The Lawyer’s Mistress Episode Three) by Jessica Crocker Laura is the on-call piece of tail for
the successful lawyer Tony Maricks, and she’s growing accustomed to the role. In their last encounter, she had newer and stronger experiences as Tony showed her what it
meant to be his, all his. This time, though, he’s short of time, and he goes for the one place he knows can get him off quickly, Laura’s tiny little virgin rear end. 4. DEIRDRE’S
FIRST DOUBLE PENETRATION: The Slut Wife’s Husband Shares Her with His Friend (An Erotica Story) by Erika Hardwick Deirdre is a perfect example of a slut wife, but she
hasn’t yet had the opportunity to prove it yet. She spends long hours with her vibrator imagining sleeping with different men. Don’t think she’s unfaithful, she loves her husband,
but some women need more. The good news for her is that her man is perfectly willing to give more. In fact, he’s willing to get right into a wife share with his best friend, and
Deirdre is in for a big treat, an MMF threesome sex experience complete with double penetration. 5. SEDUCING THE BABYSITTER (A Husband Share MFF Threesome Sex
Erotica Story) by Erika Hardwick Jen can’t help but stare at Jarvis and his wife when she babysits for them. One night after getting the kids to bed, Jarvis gives this horny barely
legal babysitter some extra attention. She just can’t help herself, but the best is yet to come because Jarvis’ slut wife is absolutely ready to join in, and before the night is over,
Jen will have a red-hot ménage a trois complete with her first lesbian sex experience and her first anal sex! Warning: This ebook contains very explicit descriptions of sexual
activity during various sex encounters with backdoor babes. It includes first backdoor sex babes, backdoor babysitter babes, backdoor wife slut babes, threesome sex backdoor
babes, double team backdoor sex babes, and barely legal backdoor babes. It is intended for mature readers who will not be offended by graphic depictions of sex acts between
consenting adults.
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